Dear Design Committee,
I am providing public comment even if it was not
requested or willingly accepted but I hope that you
will at least consider it to move the process towards
better design principles. I understand that this
document was presented as an "idea document"
and realize that my comments here can be seen as
reactionary but the intent here is for proactive
design and discussion. Many ideas in this
document are good starts but need tweaking for
better spatial planning in a sub-urban realm.
Kind Regards,

Wilton
River Town
Creating Memorable Places
July 20, 2022

Rem Bigosinski, PLA
Resident, Landscape Architect,
Urban & Architectural Designer
August 5th, 2022

Wilton’s Essence
River Walk
Center Street Gateway
Village Triangle
Godfrey Mews North and South
The Green (needs one more map)
Schencks Access Bridge
In Town Center Living Images
The Recipe?

I like this idea to steer the conversation
away from "new england style", which is a
catch-all term for A-Z architectural revival
styles, but I am concerned that this could
be interpreted very literally, and we will see
new construction in the town center that is
architecturally very bland or very boxy "
Revitecture" because of its simplicity.
Additionally, if there are members of the
committee who are proponents of
modernism or post-modernism, please
remember your architectural history in that
those styles were rejections of formality
and ornamentation, which are present in
some of the historic examples here. Eliot
Noyes' Library in the top left is beautiful in
its linearity but it's also distinctive because
of its context. If it were surrounded by
similarly designed structures it would fade
into the background, which may not be
desired in a highly public area identifying
as a "center" of life and culture for the
town.

Wilton’s Essence: Simplicity and Clarity

Wilton’s River: River and Walk

I hope that the final document presented to the
Public will illuminate some historical imagery in this
area. How did the Town Center develop over time?
The Library was built in 1974, how did the area look
like at that time? How was the river? What was
there in 1920? In 1880?

This is not a Gateway. The Gateway is the
intersection of Ridgefield Rd and Danbury Rd. Right
now there's just a little sign that says Wilton Town
center. What can be done there to encourage
motorists to turn into Ridgefield Rd? That's more
important than the Center St intersection that
operates as a vehicular feeder. That said, Center
and Ridgefield could have an activation space in the
form of a treed public plaza with speed table and
setbacked buildings on either side, and a pedestrian
access route on north side of Ridgefield to link with
future NRVT route, AND Merwin Meadows AND the
future pedestrian bridge (which goes to RR station,
but not Merwin Meadows).

speed table/ traffic
calming paving, ped
route to NRVT

GATEWAY

too close to road.. it
creates tunnel
vision for motorists
and negatively
impacts human
scale of the street

great! but very
public area with the
NRVT. This should
be mixed use with
residential on top

This is a sidewalk
to nowhere. What
purpose does it
serve?

TRIANGLE
NRVT/RIVERWALK
NEW SIDEWALK
PEDESTRIAN ZONE

Mixed Use: 2-3 Stories

Rowhouses

Mixed Use: 4-5 Stories

New Facade

Do more than just
facade. Public
space opportunity
for the market

CENTER STREET GATEWAY

This is a nice idea but I think it should be
flipped. The theater should front the river
with a public space in the back. Take a look
at the RISD Auditorium next to Providence
River, Rhode Island. After an event people
can mingle outside on the river. That's a lot
better than the proposed location in the blue
box. The Green can stay where it is. Not
clear what intent behind Triangle is. Godfrey
North should be a pedestrian street with
limited vehicular by permit or 15mph
one-way single lane with potential parallel
parking one side.

RISD Auditorium above.

TRIANGLE

THEATER

Perfoming Arts
Center location
fronting river

GREEN

Also, I think instead of a Theater it
should be called a Performing Arts
Center, to be flexible so it could
screen movies, performances,
concerts, etc that local orgs like
Playshop could borrow for larger
audiences

VILLAGE TRIANGLE

One thing that could help
here is to turn the Green into
a Bryant Park. The open
space area here is very
limited. Gazebo can be
moved in front of the
Performing Arts Center (see
previous slide)

GREEN
THEATER

THE GREEN
PUBLIC GATHERING SPACE & AMENITY

GODFREY MEWS:
North and South

is the NRVT proposed along River
Rd? Wouldn't it make more sense to
go into Schenks from the arched
metal bridge and then go back out on
the Schencks Access Bridge before
continuing North?

SCHENCKS ACCESS BRIDGE

Public realm is too
compressed. We
have the room in
the Town Center,
so why not use it?
We can setback
building farther than
an urban condition
shown here

A nice ambiance
even if a bit too
urban. This image
suggests a hard
edge for Norwalk
River which I think
we want to avoid at
all levels, including
for NRVT, climate
resliency, a major
inland watercourse,
etc
Very European and
Grand. I like it but
to see this pop-up
in Wilton??

Some design
commitee members
would be thrilled
with this image but
the public realm is
horrendous and
vechicular
circulation
dominates. Also,
good solar
exposure but no
solar panels??

I could actually see
this in Wilton TC. It's
human scaled, feels
intimate and feels
like an actual village.
I can see a sprinkling
of transitional /
modern buildings
here too

In Town Center Living Images
LIVING IN TOWN

I realize everyone's excited about Darien's
Corbin district (where these renderings are
from) but the design studies here are dated
with ideas from the early 2000s at best.
You also need to think about climate
resiliency; for example catenary lights will
fall during severe storms. There is also too
much paving and the trees need larger root
zones even if you will use expensive
technologies (read: high maintenance) to
hide under porous paving. Considering
Wilton's historic deferring or elimination
altogether of grounds maintenance, do you
think the town population or out of town
shoppers via retail rent can politically and
financially support a Corbin District in the
town center? You need to think in simpler
terms here.

LIVING IN TOWN
Working, shopping,living : Varying heights, many styles co-exist
with pedestrian places:
Space definition, solids,voids, beacons and background
buildings

LIVING IN TOWN
Forty feet-fifty feet housing above
These are all way too urban examples.
bases
Maybe in 100 years we MIGHT see this
in Wilton but not in next 20-30 years.
Image on right is doable but it's
uninspired as a typical European
no-setback residence. In my view in the
sub-urban realm the setback is for public
space and landscape improvements.

All these images are either too
urban or way out of scale.
You will scare everybody in town.

LIVING IN TOWN
Walking, biking, and
scootering in town by the
Creekside and riverside

Celebrate and Highlight
Wilton’s spectacular natural
assets
Seek developers in the center
who offer entertainment and
outdoor amenities for families,
music, art, festivals and food
truck areas
Create a campaign around Wilton’s
new energy and vision of a lively
and livable downtown by the river.
Reach out to longtime property
Owners and offer counsel on return
on investment.
Streamline regulations on
property consolidations
Update Village District Design
Guidelines to reflect this
commitment to exemplary
balance.

THE RECIPE?
yes, but should be
more design guide
than a typed up
guideline in MS
Word

I agree. But maybe
something historic
or have a
competition in the
school system / and
then shortlist town
vote to rename the
road/places
yes, but the
pedestrian
experience should
guide the rest of the
town center for
building height and
parking

Okay,but
1) please don't turn town center
into New canaan town center
with paid parking and zealous
parking police
2) integrate laybays and drop off
areas around buildings in lieu of
some parking stalls for 15-30
minute parking, particularly for
Include layered
mobility restricted persons
landscapes, site
seating, LEED
certification and
on-site energy
independence for
bonuses

THE RECIPE

Brand the Riverfront and establish
tree canopy and understory guide
Brand new consolidated main
street/River Road? and place names
Map pedestrian ways and bike paths
and establish design guideines
Double building coverage from 30
percent to 60 percent
Increase maximum height of 3/42 to
55 feet
Reduce parking requirements
Establish bonuses for arcades, plazas,
porches, permeable materials

Celebrate Wilton as a Desirable Home Town to live and work
and thrive.
All in all this is much better presentation
then anything that was presented during
the first and only public meeting. A much
better start! Thank you for doing this, Sam
Gardner and Barbara Geddis!
Best,
Rem Bigosinski

